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Final impression technique and especial technique  

When a stock tray is not suitable for making the final anatomic 

impression of the dental arch . Most tooth –supported r.p.d. may be 

made on  a master cast from such an impression of the dental arch  

An individual acrylic –resin tray ,on the other hand ,can be made with 

sufficient clearance for the impression material and can be trimmed just 

short of the vestibular reflection to allow the tissues to drape naturally 

without distortion . The r.p.d. borders may then be made as accurately 

as complete denture borders with equal advantages. 
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The final anatomic impression usually will be made with irreversible 

hydrocolloid ,mercaptan  rubber, or silicon impression materials. 

So custom tray could be made from cold cure acrylic or visible light cure 

acrylic resin . 

 denture base Support for the distal extension 

Because one of the stated objectives of prosthodontics treatment is the 

restoration of function and comfort in an esthetically pleasing manner, 

maintenance  of occlusal contact in distal extension removable partial 

dentures demands an understanding of the factors that influence 

residual ridges support. 

Support from the residual ridge become more important as the distance 

depend on the following rom the last abutment increases  and will f

:several factors 

1-Contour and quality of the residual ridge  

2-extent of residual ridge coverage by the denture base  

3-type and accuracy of the impression registration  

4-accuracy of the fit of the denture base  

5-design of the removable partial denture framework  

6-total occlusal load applied.  

We can classify impression for distal extension cases(CL I&CLII). 

1-ANATOMIC FORM  

2-FUNCTIONAL FORM (PHYSIOLOGICAL FORM) 

3-SELECTIVE PRESSURE . 
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ANATOMIC FORM 

Is one stage impression method using an elastic impression material  

that will produce a cast that  does not represent a functional 

relationship between various supporting structures of the partially 

edentulous mouth.  

This type of impression record the surface of the residual ridge at rest 

that is mean the shape of the ridge before functional load is applied . 

  )onstruction of special tray for this type was discussed aboveC( 

IMPRESSION OF IMPRESSION MATERIALS USED FOR MAKING THIS TYPE 

-ARE: 

1-irreversible hydrocolloid (alginate) 

2-elastomeric impression material 

3-reversible hydrocolloid 

Functional form 

It means the shape of the residual ridge tissue when it is functioning to 

support the denture base . 

It is the shape of the ridge after functional load is applied (to obtain 

uniformity of support when the functional load is applied) so we need 

this type of impression in cases of distal extension based partial denture 

(CLI & II). 
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Impression material used for making this type of impression :- 

1-fluid waxes    2-metallic paste  

3-elastomeric impression material    4-soft reliner 

The most important techniques used to obtain functional (physiological 

)form of the ridge in free end extension cases: 

1-McLean,s method 

2-Hindel,s modification for McLean,s method. 

3-functional relining method 

4-fluid wax technique.  

s method,McLean  -1 

Two impressions are made in this procedure . a functional impression of 

edentulous ridge is made . the second impression is made over the 

functional impression and it records the structures in their anatomic 

form. The second impression is also known as the pick up impression 

because it covers ,and pick up the functional impression (first impression 

)along with itself. 

Procedure: 

1-A custom made impression tray is fabricated over the edentulous 

areas of the preliminary cast. A spacer is not adapted because we intend 

to record only the supporting tissues with this tray  

2-occlusal rim are made on the custom tray to enable the patient to 

close (bite)on while making the impression. 
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3-the tray loaded with the  impression material is inserted into the 

patient mouth and the patient is asked to close on the occlusal rims 

built over the tray .  

4-after making the impression ,the custom tray should not be removed 

from the mouth  

5-an alginate over- impression (this impression is made over the existing 

impression)is made using a large stock tray 

6-when the over impression is removed , the functional master 

impression comes along with it. 

7-a cast is poured into the impression , this cast will reproduce the teeth 

in the anatomical form and the tissues in the functional form. 

 

 

DISADVANTAGES: 

1-Finger pressure not equal to biting pressure 
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2-alginate between stock tray and occlusal rim act as buffer may not 

transfer entire load to special tray. 

s Modification,Hindel 

1-first anatomic impression in alginate is made. 

2-acrylic resin tray over saddle area is prepared  

3-impression of saddle area is made in zinc oxide eugenol paste  

4-super impression is made with alginate by a modified tray applying 

finger pressure. 

Then the procedure continue as McLean technique. 

 

FUNCTIONAL RELINING METHOD 

The frame work is verified in the patient, s mouth and is directly used to 

record the functional impression .  

:PROCEDURE 

1-the partial denture framework is constructed on the cast made from a 

single anatomic impression (usually from alginate).this is the first 

master impression . 

2-aframe work is fabricated using the refractory cast. 
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3-the framework is tried in the patient ,s mouth . Once the fit of the 

frame work is verified , a functional impression is made on the tissue 

surfaces of the framework.  

4-the functional impression is made with low fusing modeling plastic. 

The material is added in a flowing consistency onto the tissue surface of 

the framework  

5-sufficient pressure is applied during impression making to ensure 

compression of the tissue. 

6-after recording the tissues with modeling  plastic, it is trimmed to 

provide space for zinc oxide eugenol impression paste. 

6-The function of the modeling plastic is to act like a tray to make the 

final impression with zinc oxide eugenol impression paste. 

 

Advantages:- 

1-it improves the fit of the denture after bone resorption  

2-the tissue surface of the metal framework can be relined after 

insertion. 

Disadvantages: 

1-it is difficult to maintain the relationship of the framework to the 

abutment teeth while making the impression  

2-occlusion is usually affected due to the addition of a new layer to the 

tissue surface of the denture base . 
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SELECTED IMPRESSION TECHNIQUE 

More force are applied to areas that can absorb stress without adverse 

response and protect that areas that is least able to absorb force. 

Stress bearing areas are the buccal shelf area and the lingual slopes of 

residual ridge stress bearing areas. 

 

 

 


